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ambitious and ruthless government official
Wilhuff Tarkin, architect of the Emperor’s
terrifying dream come true. From inception to
completion, construction of the unprecedented
Death Star is awash in the intrigues, hidden
agendas, unexpected revelations, and daring
gambits of those involved on every level. The
brightest minds and boldest egos, the most
ambitious and corrupt, the desperate and the
devious, all have a stake in the Death Star–and
its potential to control the fate of the galaxy.
Soldiers and slaves, loyalists and Rebels, spies
and avengers, the innocent and the evil–all their
paths and fates will cross and intertwine as the
Death Star moves from its maiden voyage to its
final showdown. And a shadowy chapter of Star
Wars history is stunningly illuminated in a
thrilling, unforgettable adventure. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
The Legend of Perseus: The supernatural
birth.- v.2. The life-token.- v.3. Andromeda.

Death Star: Star Wars Legends Apr 28 2022
“THAT’S NO MOON.” –Obi-Wan Kenobi The
Death Star’s name says it all, with bone-chilling
accuracy. It is a virtual world unto
itself–equipped with uncanny power for a
singularly brutal purpose: to obliterate entire
planets in the blink of an eye. Its annihilation of
the planet Alderaan, at the merciless command
of Grand Moff Tarkin, lives in infamy. And its
own ultimate destruction, at the hands of Luke
Skywalker, is the stuff of legend. But what is the
whole story, and who are the players, behind the
creation of this world-killing satellite of doom?
The near extermination of the Jedi order cleared
the way for Palpatine–power-hungry Senator and
Sith Lord–to seize control of the Republic,
declare himself Emperor, and usher in a
fearsome, totalitarian regime. But even with the
dreaded Darth Vader enforcing Palpatine’s
sinister will, the threat of rebellion still looms.
And the Emperor knows that only abject
fear–and the ability to punish dissent with
devastating consequences–can ensure his
unchallenged control of the galaxy. Enter
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machine learning models. Quite simply, this is
the must-have reference for scientific computing
in Python. With this handbook, you’ll learn how
to use: IPython and Jupyter: provide
computational environments for data scientists
using Python NumPy: includes the ndarray for
efficient storage and manipulation of dense data
arrays in Python Pandas: features the
DataFrame for efficient storage and
manipulation of labeled/columnar data in Python
Matplotlib: includes capabilities for a flexible
range of data visualizations in Python ScikitLearn: for efficient and clean Python
implementations of the most important and
established machine learning algorithms
Jimmy the Hand Nov 04 2022 Fantasy-roman.
Honored Enemy Jun 18 2021 New York Times
Bestselling Author In the frozen Northlands of
Midkemia, Captain Dennis Hartraft’s Marauders
have just had a disastrous encounter with their
sworn enemy, the Tsurani. Wounded and
disheartened, the Mauraders set out for the
shelter of a frontier garrison. They don’t know
that a Tsurani patrol is sent to support an
assault on that same garrison. Arriving
simultaneously, the Marauders and Tsurani find
the outpost already overrun by a dark enemy
whose ferocity is legendary in Midkemia. In
order to survive, the foes must band together
and fight as one. As they make their way across
the inhospitable climate, the two batallions
struggle not only with the elements and their
enemy, but also their consciences. Can their
hatred for their mutual enemy overcome their
distrust of each other? And, with both sides
carrying painful scars from past wars, what is
more important: one’s life or one’s honor?
Tales from the New Republic: Star Wars
Legends Jul 08 2020 Written by some of today’s
leading science fiction writers, these tales sweep
us into a world where the only laws are cunning,
force, and power—and only the bravest, craziest,
and deadliest dare to tread. Here mercs and
smugglers, gangsters and warriors fight toe to
toe, side by side, and behind each other’s backs
in the backwaters of a universe ripped apart by
war. On Zelos II a man and a woman are held
prisoner in a dark cell, each fighting in their own
way for survival at the hands of Imperial
captors—and a chance for escape that could cost
one of them their life. On the tortured landscape

Medusa Oct 30 2019
I Am Legend Aug 28 2019 A lone human survivor
in a world that is overrun by vampires, Robert
Neville leads a desperate life in which he must
barricade himself in his home every night and
hunt down the starving undead by day. Reissue.
100,000 first printing. (A Warner Bros. film,
releasing December 2007, directed by Francis
Lawrence, starring Will Smith). (Horror)
The Hand of Glory and Further Grandfather's
Tales and Legends of Highwaymen and Others
Collected by the Late R. Blakeborough Feb 24
2022
Star Wars Jan 14 2021 Luke has become the
forst of a long line of Jedi Knights, but the last of
the emperor's warlords has taken command of
the shattered Imperial Fleet, readied it for war,
and pointed it at the fragile heart of the new
Republic.
Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece and Rome
Nov 11 2020 Read the stories of Greek and
Roman myths that inspired the Percy Jackson
books and other retellings of mythology In E.M.
Berens collection of Greek and Roman myths,
the classical stories are brought to life in detail.
This Xist Classics edition has been professionally
formatted for e-readers with a linked table of
contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book
club leadership guide and discussion questions.
We hope you’ll share this book with your friends,
neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear
what you have to say about it. Xist Publishing is
a digital-first publisher. Xist Publishing creates
books for the touchscreen generation and is
dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime
love of reading, no matter what form it takes
Python Data Science Handbook Aug 09 2020
For many researchers, Python is a first-class tool
mainly because of its libraries for storing,
manipulating, and gaining insight from data.
Several resources exist for individual pieces of
this data science stack, but only with the Python
Data Science Handbook do you get them
all—IPython, NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, ScikitLearn, and other related tools. Working
scientists and data crunchers familiar with
reading and writing Python code will find this
comprehensive desk reference ideal for tackling
day-to-day issues: manipulating, transforming,
and cleaning data; visualizing different types of
data; and using data to build statistical or
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of Ryloth, Fenig Nabon awaits a ship of women
warriors to complete a dangerous deal: the
smuggling of a troupe of dancers to the
homeworld of the Hutts—only to get more than
she bargained for. And in a stunning novella
written especially for this collection by Hugo
Award–winning, New York Times bestselling
author Timothy Zahn and Michael A. Stackpole,
Senator Garm Bel Iblis, believed dead at the
hands of an Imperial assassin, teams up with Hal
Horn in a duel against the Empire’s most
dangerous agent. At stake are the plans for a
terrifying new weapon called the Death
Star—and the fate of both the Empire and the
New Republic. Including these stories of
intergalactic derring-do: “Interlude at
Darkknell” by Timothy Zahn and Michael A.
Stackpole “Jade Solitaire” by Timothy Zahn
“Gathering Shadows” by Kathy Burdette “Hutt
and Seek” by Chris Cassidy and Tish Pahl “The
Longest Fall” by Patricia A. Jackson “Conflict of
Interest” by Laurie Burns “No Disintegrations,
Please” by Paul Danner “Day of the Sepulchral
Night” by Jean Rabe “Uhl Eharl Khoehng” by
Patricia A. Jackson “The Last Hand” by Paul
Danner “Simple Tricks” by Chris Cassidy and
Tish Pahl
These Our Monsters Jan 26 2022 New legends
for modern times; sprung from our ancient
lands, stories and stones. 'Marvellous and
menacing.' Daily Mail 'The shadow from which I
thought I had unshackled myself has returned.
Whether this Horror is real or merely the
handiwork of my imagination I cannot say. Nor
can I say which of these possibilities disturbs me
more.' from 'The Dark Thread' by Graeme
Macrae Burnet From the legends of King Arthur
embedded in the rocky splendour of Tintagel to
the folklore and mysticism of Stonehenge,
English Heritage sites are often closely linked to
native English myths. Following on from the
bestselling ghost story anthology Eight Ghosts,
this is a new collection of stories inspired by the
legends and tales that swirl through the history
of eight ancient historical sites. Including an
essay by James Kidd on the importance of myth
to our landscape and our fiction, and an English
Heritage survey of sites and associated legends,
These Our Monsters is an evocative collection
that brings new voices and fresh creative
alchemy to our story-telling heritage. 'Nobody
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believes you when you talk about the
whispering. Oh, Monny, you are funny, they say,
you've such an imagination. There's a lot they
don't believe.' from 'The Hand Under the Stone'
by Sarah Hall The atmospheric locations:
Edward Carey - Bury St Edmunds Abbey Sarah
Hall - Castlerigg and other stone circles Paul
Kingsnorth - Stonehenge Alison MacLeod - Down
House Graeme Macrae Burnet - Whitby Abbey
Sarah Moss - Berwick Castle Fiona Mozley Carlisle Castle Adam Thorpe - Tintagel Castle
Legends of Florence Feb 12 2021
Legends of the Madonna as Represented in
the Fine Arts Mar 04 2020
Jimmy the Hand (Legends of the Riftwar,
Book 3) Aug 01 2022 The whole of the
magnificent Riftwar Cycle by bestselling author
Raymond E. Feist, master of magic and
adventure, now available in ebook
Legends Jan 02 2020 From the most celebrated
writers of modern fantasy fiction, the most
fabulous worlds ever created. Eleven
breathtaking new short novels, each set in the
unique universe that brought its author worldwide acclaim, are here gathered together in one
outstanding volume.
Fool's Bargain: Star Wars Legends (Novella) Dec
13 2020 THE EMPIRE STRIKES A DEAL The
history of the planet Kariek has been one of
seemingly endless violence— thanks to the
constantly erupting revolutions among the many
divided tribes of the native Eickarie race battling
for dominance. Yet none of these tribes has held
sway since a mysterious Warlord and his legion
of alien mercenaries seized power and began a
fifty-year reign of terror. Now, at last, the tide
may be turning: the leaders of the warring
Eickarie factions have forged an alliance—strong
enough to capture a city and corner the Warlord
and his minions in their fortress. And the postPalpatine Empire of the Hand is lending support
to this revolt against tyranny by deploying no
less a fighting force than the Imperial 501st
Legion of stormtroopers. Once infamously
known as “Vader’s Fist,” the legendary 501st are
the best men for the dangerous objective at
hand—capturing the Warlord alive. It’s a risky
mission that might be jeopardized when Imperial
unit commander Twister and his comrades,
Shadow, Cloud, and Watchman, are waylaid by a
band of zealous freedom fighters, armed with
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their own agenda . . . and plenty of firepower.
The Eickarie renegades—determined to free
hundreds of their people from the Warlord’s
dungeons—have an offer to make, and a strategy
that could give the Imperials the edge in the
bloody showdown to come. But can Twister and
his men trust their new allies? Or will they get
more than they bargain for? This novella
includes an excerpt from the novel STAR WARS:
SURVIVOR'S QUEST by Timothy Zahn and an
interview with the author.
Legends of the Saints Jun 06 2020
Legends of Florence Mar 16 2021
Vision of the Future: Star Wars Legends (The
Hand of Thrawn) Sep 02 2022 Hugo Awardwinning author Timothy Zahn brings his epic
two-volume series The Hand of Thrawn to an
explosive conclusion with a discovery that rocks
the New Republic to its foundations--and
threatens to resurrect the Empire. The Empire's
master plan is under way. The New Republic is
on the verge of civil war and the rumor that the
legendary Admiral Thrawn has returned from
the dead is rallying the Imperial forces. Now
Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, and
their allies face the challenge of their lives. They
must infiltrate a hidden fortress filled with
Imperial fanatics, rendezvous with a doubledealing Imperial commander, and journey into
enemy territory to learn the identity of those
responsible for an act of unthinkable genocide.
But most important of all is the truth about
Thrawn. In his hands--alive or dead--rests the
fate of the New Republic. © 1998 Lucasfilm Ltd.
& TM All rights reserved. Used under
authorization.
The Left Hand Of Darkness Aug 21 2021 Winter
is an Earth-like planet with two major
differences: conditions are semi artic even at the
warmest time of the year, and the inhabitants
are all of the same sex. Tucked away in a remote
corner of the universe, they have no knowledge
of space travel or of life beyond their own world.
And when a strange envoy from space brings
news of a vast coalition of planets which they are
invited to join, he is met with fear, mistrust and
disbelief . . . 'The Left Hand of Darkness' is a
groundbreaking work of feminist science fiction,
an imaginative masterpiece which poses
challenging questions about sexuality, sexism
and the organisation of society.
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A Hand Book of Iowa Apr 04 2020
Right Hand, Left Hand May 18 2021 Seeks to
explore the nature of left- and right-handedness
in nature and history, addressing such topics as
the cognitive differences of left-handed people,
the reason Arabic and Hebrew writing goes from
right to left, and the reason tornadoes spin
according to their hemispheres. (Science &
Mathematics)
The Hand May 30 2022
Choices of One Nov 23 2021 2011 marks the
20th anniversary of the publication of Star Wars:
Heir to the Empire by Timothy Zahn, the number
1 New York Times hardcover bestseller that
relaunched the entire Star Wars publishing
program. To celebrate this historic event, Zahn
returns to Star Wars with a brand-new novel of
adventure, action, and intrigue starring the
young Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia
Organa, and the beloved Mara Jade.
Vision of the Future: Star Wars Legends
(The Hand of Thrawn) Mar 28 2022 Hugo
Award-winning author Timothy Zahn brings his
epic two-volume series The Hand of Thrawn to
an explosive conclusion with a discovery that
rocks the New Republic to its foundations--and
threatens to resurrect the Empire. The Empire's
master plan is under way. The New Republic is
on the verge of civil war and the rumor that the
legendary Admiral Thrawn has returned from
the dead is rallying the Imperial forces. Now
Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, and
their allies face the challenge of their lives. They
must infiltrate a hidden fortress filled with
Imperial fanatics, rendezvous with a doubledealing Imperial commander, and journey into
enemy territory to learn the identity of those
responsible for an act of unthinkable genocide.
But most important of all is the truth about
Thrawn. In his hands--alive or dead--rests the
fate of the New Republic. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years! © 1998 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM All rights
reserved. Used under authorization.
Star Wars Jun 26 2019 Before the onset of the
Clone Wars, a group of explorers consisting of
six Jedi Masters, twelve Jedi Knights, and a fiftythousand-member crew sets out aboard a state4/7
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of-the-art starship on a mission to search for
intelligent life outside the known galaxy, in an
account of the Outbound Flight Project and of
the first encounter with the alien warlord
Thrawn. 70,000 first printing.
Choices of One: Star Wars Legends Oct 11 2020
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Timothy Zahn
comes an exciting Star Wars adventure, set in
the time between A New Hope and The Empire
Strikes Back—featuring Luke Skywalker, Han
Solo, and Princess Leia Organa, as well as the
deadly Mara Jade. Eight months after the Battle
of Yavin, the Rebellion is in desperate need of a
new base. So when Governor Ferrouz of
Candoras Sector proposes an alliance, offering
sanctuary for the Rebels in exchange for
protection against a warlord intent on invasion,
Luke, Leia, Han, and Chewbacca are sent to
evaluate the deal. But Mara Jade, the Emperor’s
Hand, is also heading for Candoras, along with
five renegade stormtroopers known as the Hand
of Judgment. Their mission: to punish Ferrouz’s
treason and smash the Rebels. In this
treacherous game of betrayals within betrayals,
a wild card is waiting to be played.
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Dec
01 2019
Legends of the Monastic Orders as
Represented in the Fine Arts Sep 09 2020
Specter of the Past: Star Wars Legends (The
Hand of Thrawn) Oct 03 2022 Hugo Awardwinning author Timothy Zahn makes his
triumphant return to the Star Wars(r) universe
in this first of an epic new two-volume series in
which the New Republic must face its most
dangerous enemy yet--a dead Imperial warlord.
The Empire stands at the brink of total collapse.
But they have saved their most heinous plan for
last. First a plot is hatched that could destroy
the New Republic in a bloodbath of genocide
and civil war. Then comes the shocking news
that Grand Admiral Thrawn--the most cunning
and ruthless warlord in history--has apparently
returned from the dead to lead the Empire to a
long-prophesied victory. Facing incredible odds,
Han and Leia begin a desperate race against
time to prevent the New Republic from
unraveling in the face of two inexplicable
threats--one from within and one from without.
Meanwhile, Luke teams up with Mara Jade,
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using the Force to track down a mysterious
pirate ship with a crew of clones. Yet, perhaps
most dangerous of all, are those who lurk in the
shadows, orchestrating a dark plan that will turn
the New Republic and the Empire into their
playthings. Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen
excerpts from some of the most popular Star
Wars books of the last thirty years!
Legends of the Rif Apr 16 2021 In the
catacombs of Kathmandu, a young boy learns
the ancient ways of Nepal and the Red Hand
legend. In the cities of Morocco, an underground
resistance of street boys and outcasts gives
support to three young friends who must rely on
their wits and courage as they are hunted across
the Sahara. Their British friend, Margaret, risks
everything to save her wrongly imprisoned
father. With the help of her French schoolmates,
Margaret defies authority in search of justice.
Meanwhile, Tariq learns of the Red Hand from
Melbourne Jack as he explains the importance of
his journey to North Africa. And, a new enemy is
discovered in the dark jungles of Ceylon as the
courageous Foster Crowe is determined to
balance the scales. As the winds of war sweep
across Morocco, the infamous Caid prepares to
declare himself as supreme dictator. Morocco's
only hope is our treasured ragtag group of
resistance fighters from Rebels of the Kasbah,
who are scattered all across the country. A
battle of good against evil will echo through
eternity.
The Towers and Temples of Ancient Ireland;
Their Origin and History Discussed from a New
Point of View. ... Illustrated, Etc Sep 29 2019
The Book of the Hand Jul 20 2021
Specter of the Past Dec 25 2021
Murder in Lamut (Legends of the Riftwar, Book
2) Sep 21 2021 The whole of the magnificent
Riftwar Cycle by bestselling author Raymond E.
Feist, master of magic and adventure, now
available in ebook
Signing with a Heavy Hand and Heart, Love
Mommy Jul 28 2019 Words from Ms. Torres: “I
take my FAS and turn it in to a teaching tool to
help others learn what I go through every day of
my life.” “If one person listens to what I have to
say, then I have done my job. This is what I was
born to do. I have won many awards for my
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work. The awards I've won have been great, but
my biggest award is knowing that my message is
being delivered and knowing that I might be
helping so many people and unborn babies. . If I
can prevent one more child from this awful
syndrome I will be happy. My ultimate goal is to
get the word out there that FAS is 100%
preventable. I want everyone to know about the
effects of alcohol on the fetus. My advice, my
plea, is that you PLEASE, PLEASE do not drink
while you are pregnant, even if you plan on
giving your baby up for adoption. Let your baby
fulfil his or her dreams and live a normal life.
For all the fathers to be, you play an important
role in this too. You must be encouraging and
supportive. Staying away from alcohol yourself
would be helpful.” What others are saying:
Thank you for sending your book to me. I read it
all, and I wanted to cry. What a wonderful
sacrifice you and your family took on. It is
wonderful what you have done and how Chanel
has grown and turned out to be a wonderful
young lady. You are certainly a very special
person blessed by God from the beginning. I love
you very much. Aunt Gloria“Ms. Torres is a true
light in a world that needs more education on
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and its effects on
unborn children. She has opened doors that will
never be shut. She has just begun to educate the
nation on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.” Deborah
Thornton, SEDNET Project Mangement“Ms.
Torres is the epitome of self-advocacy and
embodies strength, resilience, and
determination. She is courageous and tireless in
her quest to educate others regarding FAS; and
is compassionate and determined in her mission
to empower and advocate for other young adults
with disabilities.” Barbara Shannon, School
PsychologistLast night, I received a copy of
Signing with a heavy hand and heart, Love
Mommy: A journey through fetal alcohol
syndrome by Mrs Sondra A Torres and Miss
Chanel E Torres from Ms. Torres. I opened it
and couldn't put it down until I was finished.
This story of a young woman living with the
effects of fetal alcohol syndrome (a birth defect
that is 100% preventable-all pregnant women
need to do is not drink when pregnant) is
moving, sometimes funny and always
inspirational. I quickly grew to care about
Chanel and her adoptive family. Ms. Torres
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creates a vivid picture of what it is like to live
with and care for children with special needs. In
relatively few words, Torres brings her family to
life-its struggles and its joys. The feelings of love
and joy are powerfully conveyed while not
minimizing the challenges presented in raising a
child with FAS. As a teacher and parent I
laughed and cried and wished I could meet this
brave girl and her loving mother. Torres is
compassionate towards all, including birth
parents, but my heart breaks for the children
who struggle with this disability. It is a daily
battle for which there are some effective
interventions but no cures. I will say that Ms.
Torres left me more hopeful for these children
than my experience as a teacher had-her
powerful home environment is definitely a plus
for Chanel."CHANEL TORRES IS AVAILABLE
FOR SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS TO BOOK
THIS SPEAKER FOR A PRESENTATION,
PLEASE GO TO
advocatefortheunborn.wordpress.com
Way of the Open Hand Feb 01 2020
Hands of Stone Oct 23 2021 ROBERTO DURAN
is a sporting legend. Often called the greatest
boxer of all time, he held world titles at four
different weights and is the only professional in
history to have fought in five different decades.
His bouts with fellow greats like Sugar Ray
Leonard, Thomas Hearns and Marvin Hagler
have gone down in fistic folklore and his pro
record of 104 wins, 69 by KO, in 120 fights puts
him in an elite group of fighters. They called him
Manos de Piedra: “Hands of Stone”. American
journalist Christian Guidice has written the first
– and definitive – story of Duran’s extraordinary
life both in and out of the ring. He has
interviewed the fighter himself, his family and
closest friends and scores of his opponents to
separate truth from myth and get to the heart of
one of the most intriguing sports stars of modern
times. Duran was born in utter poverty in the
Panama Canal Zone, the illegitimate son of a
serving US soldier and a local girl. He grew up
in the streets, fighting to survive. His talent with
his fists was soon apparent, and on one fabled
occasion he even knocked down a horse with a
single punch for a bet. He grew into a fighter’s
fighter, and his willingness to take on anyone,
anywhere, anytime and never take a step back
made him a huge favorite. From his wild early
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bouts to his stunning boxing debut in New York,
Giudice traces the blazing trail of his career: the
controversial title win over Scot Ken Buchanan;
his unification of the lightweight crown against
great rival Esteban DeJesus; his glorious defeat
of Ray Leonard and the subsequent debacle of
the No Más encounter; his ferocious comeback
and redemption, and the long, eventful twilight
of his matchless career. Here also are both the
public and private sides of Duran: his volatility,
his kindness and reckless generosity, his
partying, his links with the notorious regime of
General Noriega, and above all his chilling love
of battle.
The Last Command Jun 30 2022 The epic story
that began with Heir to the Empire reaches its
dramatic conclusion in this essential Star Wars
Legends novel. The embattled Republic reels
from the attacks of Grand Admiral Thrawn, who
has marshaled the remnants of the Imperial
forces and driven the Rebels back with an
abominable technology recovered from the
Emperor's secret fortress: clone soldiers. As
Thrawn mounts his final siege, Han Solo and
Chewbacca struggle to form a coalition of
smugglers for a last-ditch attack, while Princess
Leia holds the Alliance together and prepares for
the birth of her Jedi twins. The Republic has one
last hope-sending a small force into the very
stronghold that houses Thrawn's terrible cloning
machines. There a final danger awaits, as the
Dark Jedi C'baoth directs the battle against the
Rebels and builds his strength to finish what he
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already started: the destruction of Luke
Skywalker.
Legend May 06 2020 Legend is the muchanticipated dystopian thriller debut from US
author, Marie Lu. THE must-read dystopian
thriller fiction for all teen fans of The Hunger
Games by Suzanne Collins and Divergent by
Veronica Roth. A brilliant re-imagining of Les
Miserables, the series is set to be a global film
sensation as CBS films have acquired rights to
the trilogy. The Twilight Saga producers, Marty
Bowen and Wyck Godfrey, will produce. Los
Angeles, California Republic of America He is
Day. The boy who walks in the light. She is June.
The girl who seeks her brother's killer. On the
run and undercover, they meet by chance.
Irresistably drawn together, neither knows the
other's past. But Day murdered June's brother.
And she has sworn to avenge his death.
Dystopian fiction at its very best in this thrilling
instalment in the Legend trilogy. Praise for
Legend: 'If you loved The Hunger Games, you'll
love this.' - Sarah Rees-Brennan, author of The
Demon's Lexicon 'A fine example of commercial
fiction with razor-sharp plotting, depth of
character and emotional arc, 'Legend' doesn't
merely survive the hype, it deserves it.' - New
York Times 'Marie Lu's dystopian novel is a
'Legend' in the making.' - USA Today 'Legend is
impossible to put down and even harder to
forget.' - Kami Garcia, author of New York Times
bestselling author of film sensation, Beautiful
Creatures
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